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We review the present activities related to hypernuclear production in hadronic in-
medium reactions at intermediate energies. The status of theoretical predictions and
experimental evidences for the in-medium formation of bound superstrange matter is
discussed. Heavy-ion collisions and antiproton-induced reactions at energies close to
strangeness production thresholds create the conditions of hypermatter formation. This
allows to understand better in-medium hyperon interactions and sets constraints on the
strangeness sector of the nuclear equation of state.
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1. Introduction
The equation of state (EoS) of strongly interacting matter has been one of the most
researched subject in nuclear and hadron physics over the last 50 years. Concrete
investigations on the nuclear EoS were initiated in the early 1970s with the real-
ization of the first relativistic nuclear beams at BEVELAC in Berkeley,1–3 followed
by more selective heavy-ion experiments in centrality, particle identification and
phase space reconstruction.4–10 These measurements gave first hints on collective
particle flow.11–15 They allowed first interpretations on the nuclear EoS at differ-
ent density regions beyond saturation.16–20 High-precision heavy-ion experiments
on pion and kaon dynamics17, 21 revealed more details of the in-medium hadronic
properties.22–26 A soft nuclear EoS at high baryon densities up to (2− 3)-times the
saturation density was predicted from transport theoretical strangeness production
analyses.22–29
One realized soon a non-trivial density dependence of the EoS. The rise and
fall of collective flow with increasing energy was a hint for sudden changes in the
softness of the nuclear EoS at high densities.30–32 More than one decade passed to
obtain more constraints on the EoS of highly compressed matter. The recent astro-
physical measurements of neutron stars with masses of 1.97 ± 0.04 M⊙
33 and 2.01
± 0.04 M⊙
34 brought more controversial insights on the high-density EoS (see also
1
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the recent work by Fonseca et al.35 and the review article be Oertel et al.36). These
observations provide lower bounds for the maximum neutron star mass, exclud-
ing a soft EoS at high baryon densities. Neutron stars exhibit a complex internal
structure.37–41 For instance, strangeness carrying mesons (kaons) and baryons (hy-
perons) can appear in the neutron star interior. In fact, the presence of hyperons
(Λ,Σ,Ξ- and Ω) inside neutron stars is in principle energetically allowed, since their
chemical potentials are sufficiently large at high baryon densities. Nuclear matter
with hyperons weakens the EoS largely at high baryon densities. Several nuclear
models, successfully applied to nuclear systems (finite nuclei, heavy-ion collisions),
cannot explain the observed data of neutron star masses, if they include hyperons
in their descriptions. This is known as the ”hyperon puzzle” issue. A recent and
nice review on this controversial topic can be found in Refs. 42, 43.
It is thus important to understand better the strangeness part of the hadronic
EoS. This is a difficult task due to the lack on detailed experimental information.
In fact, for the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction (strangeness content S = 0) high
precision 4300 scattering data are available. They allow an accurate determination
of the in-medium NN-interaction, at least for densities close to saturation. Adding
strangeness to the system (|S| = 1) the situation changes largely. In the S =
−1-sector (hyperon-nucleon) one has so far had access to 38 scattering data only.
They still allow a reasonable determination of the S = −1 hyperon-nucleon (YN)
interactions, however, with remaining ambiguities particularly for the in-medium
YN-potentials. The higher strangeness domain, S = −2, is still an unobserved
experimental region. Only theoretical predictions are available in the literature.
Finally, the S = −3 sector concerning ΩN -interactions has been up to present
rarely explored.
The YN-interactions are formulated on a group-theoretical basis, such as SU(3)
symmetry. Besides SU(3) often SU(6) symmetry is employed. There exist phe-
nomenological Skyrme-like approaches44 and covariant models. The latter are based
on the Relativistic Mean-Field (RMF) theory, firstly introduced by Du¨rr45 and
Walecka,46 considerably improved by Bodmer and Boguta47 and further developed
by Serot and Walecka.48 This RMF framework has been extended to the descrip-
tion of nuclear matter with hyperons.49–51 Alternatively one can use RMF with
density dependent coupling constants to mimic the microscopic non-linear struc-
ture of the interaction. The Density Dependent Hadronic (DDH) approaches52–54
have been applied to matter with hyperons too.55, 56 The microscopic approaches
consider higher order correlations in the spirit of the ladder approximation. They
are known in the literature as non-relativistic Brueckner-Hartree-Fock57, 58 or co-
variant Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fockmodels.59 They are based on the One-Boson-
Exchange (OBE) picture of the baryon-baryon interaction.60, 61 Further theoretical
works toward a description of the full octet and decuplet baryons exist. Prominent
examples for the |S| = 1 YN-interaction are the models of the Nijmengen,62–65
Ju¨lich66–68 and Kyoto-Niigata69–71 groups. Recently, QCD inspired approaches have
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been also developed and lattice QCD simulations have been applied to the YN-
interactions.72–74 Chiral effective field (EFT) theory has been also used for the
construction of realistic in-medium YN-potentials.75–78
The theoretical models for the YN-interactions, in free space and inside the
hadronic medium, provide the essential physical input for transport studies of in-
medium reactions induced by heavy-ions or hadrons impinging on nuclear targets.
In relativistic collisions between heavy-ions or hadrons and nuclei one can probe
the in-medium dynamics of produced hyperons and hyperfragments. Thus, such
reaction studies can give useful information on the in-medium YN interaction by
a systematic comparison with experimental data of produced hyperons and bound
hypernuclei. Hypermatter is here of particular importance. While in single-Λ hy-
pernucleus the |S| = 1 sector of the YN-interaction can be investigated, hypernuclei
with higher strangeness content can be used to explore the higher strangeness part
of the in-medium hyperonic interactions. Nuclei with more than one bound hyper-
ons are referred to as multi-strangeness hypernuclei or superstrange nuclei. The
denotation ”superstrange” and the idea of looking at superstrange nuclei goes back
to the pioneer work of Kerman and Weiss79 with first estimations on multi-Λ hy-
perfragment yields.
Hadronic in-medium collisions are described theoretically by kinetic theory,
introduced by Ludwig Boltzmann in the year 1872.80 Boltzmann formulated a
transport equation for classical many-body systems based on Liouville’s theo-
rem. Vlasov extended the Boltzmann equation by including a mean-field poten-
tial, followed by the famous work of Uehling and Uhlenbeck taking Pauli block-
ing effects in binary collisions into account.81 Since then different theoretical as-
pects of transport dynamics were investigated. Kadanoff and Baym derived the
kinetic equations from non-relativistic quantum statistics.82 Danielewicz intro-
duced another microscopic derivation of the kinetic equations and applied them
for the first time to the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions.83 Bertsch and Das
Gupta continued the transport theoretical studies with more details concern-
ing mean-field and collision dynamics.84 A modern covariant derivation of rel-
ativistic kinetic equations was formulated by Botermans and Malfliet,85 based
on the microscopic Dirac-Brueckner-Hartree-Fock formalism. A more pedagog-
ical introduction to relativistic kinetic theory can be found in De Groot.86
Since then various models based on (relativistic) kinetic theory have been ap-
plied in in-medium hadronic reactions. They are known in the literature as
Boltzmann- Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU),87 relativistic BUU (RBUU),88–90 Giessen-
BUU (GiBUU),91 Hadron-String-Dynamics (HSD),92, 93 Quantum-Molecular-
Dynamics (QMD),94–96 relativistic QMD,97–99 Fermionic-Molecular-Dynamics
(FMD)100 and Antisymmetrized-Molecular-Dynamics (AMD).101 A hydrodynami-
cal description of heavy-ion collisions is also possible (see for details Ref. 102).
Nowadays transport theory is further developing to explore (among other tasks)
in-medium single- and multi-strangeness dynamics.103–115 These studies have been
motivated by a series of ongoing and forthcoming experimental activities, nicely
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reviewed in Ref. 116. The Hyperon-Heavy-Ion (HypHI) collaboration117 has re-
cently reported longitudinal momentum spectra of low-mass single-Λ hypernuclei
in intermediate energy collisions between low-mass nuclei.118 Within the J-PARC
experimental project119 high energy proton beams will be used for the produc-
tion of bound hypersystems. We emphasize further experimental activities con-
cerning hypernuclear studies, such as STAR (RHIC),120 ALICE (LHC),121 FOPI
and HADES at CBM122, 123 and NICA.124 The forthcoming PANDA experiment
at FAIR125 is of great interest concerning multi-strangeness hypernuclear physics.
Indeed, in-medium collisions with antiproton-beams at intermediate energies of few
GeV only can overcome the high production thresholds of hyperons. The high an-
nihilation cross sections at low incident energies into multiple meson production
(antikaons) and the formation of strangeness resonances can accumulate energy
and strangeness content via secondary scattering. Thus, a copious production of
heavy hyperons through a multi-step collision process is possible.
We review in detail the theoretical description of in-medium production of hy-
permatter in hadron- and ion-induced reactions. Section 2 deals with the theo-
retical details of the superstrange transport dynamics including the treatment of
fragment and hyperfragment formation. Results of transport theoretical calcula-
tions are given in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we discuss the production of
hypermatter in heavy-ion collisions, while Section 4 is devoted to the formation of
multi-strangeness hypersystems in hadron-induced reactions. Section 5 summarizes
this review.
2. Transport theoretical description of hadronic reactions
There are several ways to derive the kinetic equations. One is based on the field-
theoretical covariant description of strongly interacting many-body systems.126, 127
It starts from the non-equilibrium Green’s functions of a many-body system. The
various many-particle Green’s functions are connected with each other through
Dyson equations. Restricting up to 2-particle correlations, one can derive within the
Schwinger-Keldysh formalism relativistic kinetic equations for a correlated Green’s
function, which is related to a single-particle phase-space density. Further kinetic
equations are obtained for spectral Green’s functions, ending up with four coupled
kinetic equations. The advantage of this derivation is a direct connection to the
microscopic Dirac-Brueckner theory85 and a natural interpretation of the approxi-
mations (semi-classical limit and quasi-particles).
Another simpler derivation is based on Quantum Hadrodynamics, which we
follow here.90 The advantage of this method is the direct relation to the more
practicable mean-field theory of QHD.48 The starting point is the QHD Lagrangian
density
LQHD =Ψγµ (i∂
µ − gωω
µ − gρ~τ ~ρ
µ)Ψ−Ψ(m− gσσ − gδ~τ ~δ)Ψ
+Lσ + Lω + Lδ + Lρ . (1)
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It includes the free Lagrangians for the Dirac spinors, which is explicitly given,
and the free Lagrangians of the exchange σ−, ω−, ρ− and δ−mesons. The mesonic
degrees of freedom differ from each other in their internal Lorentz structure. The
σ-field is a Lorentz-scalar, iso-scalar meson, the ω-field is a Lorentz-vector, iso-
scalar meson, the ρ-field is a Lorentz-vector, iso-vector meson, and finally, the δ-
field is a Lorentz-scalar, iso-vector meson. These mesons are responsible for the
interaction between the spinors in the spirit of the OBE-model.60, 61 In the following
derivations the ρ- and δ-contributions will be omitted for simplicity. The meson
field operators are replaced with their classical expectation values and constitute
the classical mean-field (or Hartree) potential between the quantal spinor fields.
From Eq. (1) one obtains the entire information for a physical system in the mean-
field approximation. The energy and pressure densities are defined through the
conserved energy-momentum tensor, i.e. the EoS. Furthermore, the Euler-Lagrange
equations for the different degrees of freedom are derived, the Klein-Gordon and
Proca equations of motion for the virtual mesons and the Dirac equation for the
spinors. Latter is used for the derivation of the transport equation and reads
γµ (i∂
µ − gωω
µ)Ψ− (m− gσσ)Ψ = 0 . (2)
The derivation of the transport equation starts from the Wigner function
Fαβ(x, k) =
1
(2π)4
∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
< Ψˆβ(x +
1
2
R)Ψˆα(x−
1
2
R) > . (3)
This is the so-called Wigner-transformation of the correlated Green’s function,
which will be related with the 1-body phase-space distribution f(x, k). Note the
matrix structure of the Wigner function, indicated in Eq. (3) by the greek subscripts
in the spinors Ψ and Ψ. This matrix notation will be omitted in the following.
With the help of the definition of the Wigner function, Eq. (3) and the Dirac
equation (2) the following expression can be verified (x1 = x+
1
2R; x2 = x−
1
2R)
(
γµ(∂
µ − 2ikµ) + 2im
)
F (x, k) = 2(2pi)4
∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
< Ψˆ(x1)
(
γν∂
ν
x2
+ im
)
Ψˆ(x2) > . (4)
The right-hand side of Eq. (4) can be re-written with the help of the Dirac equation
as
2i
(2π)4
∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
< Ψˆ(x1)
(
gσσˆ(x2)− gωγµωˆ
µ(x2)
)
Ψˆ(x2) > . (5)
In the mean-field approximation the mesonic fields are just C-numbers. Therefore,
they can be taken out of the expectation values. Using the identity
g(x2) = g(x−
1
2
R) = e−
1
2
Rµ∂
µ
x g(x) (6)
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the expression Eq. (5) can be transformed into the expression
2i
(2π)4
∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
[
e−
1
2
Rµ∂
µ
x
(
gσσ(x) − gωγµω
µ(x)
)]
< Ψˆ(x1)Ψˆ(x2) > . (7)
Furthermore, using the identity∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
e−
1
2
Rµ∂
µ
x = e−i
1
2
∂kµ∂
µ
x
∫
d4Re−ikµR
µ
(8)
the right-hand side of Eq. (4) can be written as
2ie−
1
2
∂kµ∂
µ
x
(
gσσ(x) − gωγµω
µ(x)
)
F (x, k) . (9)
Thus, for the Wigner function F (x, k) the following equation of motion is obtained(
γµ(~∂
µ − 2ikµ) + 2im
)
F (x, k) = 2ie−
1
2
i~∆
(
gσσ(x)− gωγµω
µ(x)
)
F (x, k) , (10)
with the triangle-operator ∆ defined by ∆ ≡ ∂kµ∂
µ
x .
The ~-constant has been explicitly included in Eq. (10) to understand better
the semi-classical prescription. This approximation is manifested in a Taylor expan-
sion of the exponential function in Eq. (10) up to first order in ~, which requires
smooth behavior of fields and Wigner function in phase space. This approach is
semi-classical in the sense, that the mean-field dynamics is treated classically, while
quantal effects are included in the collision integral via Pauli blocking factors. The
classical treatment is justified for reaction energies close to the Fermi energy and
above, where the de Broglie wave length is small compared to the considered scales
of few fm.
A Taylor expansion up to first order of Eq. (10) leads to the following expressions
[γµk
∗µ −m∗]F (x, k) = 0 (11)
and (
γµ∂
µ −∆(Σs(x) − γµΣ
µ(x))
)
F (x, k) = 0 (12)
for the imaginary and real parts of Eq. (10), respectively. Here in-medium self-
energies were introduced, which contain the mean-field potential. The Lorentz-
vector (Σµ) and the Lorentz-scalar (Σs) parts define effective masses and kinetic
momenta according
k∗µ = kµ − gωω
µ = kµ − Σµ (13)
m∗ =M − gσσ =M − Σs . (14)
The imaginary part, Eq. (11), includes already the quasi-particle approximation.
That is, the in-medium on-shell constraint for quasiparticles, which are character-
ized by an effective mass m∗ and a kinetic momentum k∗µ. The real part, Eq. (12),
is used to derive the transport equation (without collisions) for the phase-space
distribution function. The expression (12) is still a matrix equation in spinor space.
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With a decomposition of the Wigner matrix Fαβ into the elements of the Clifford-
Algebra
F (x, k) = F(x, k) · 11 + Vµ(x, k)γ
µ + P(x, k)γ5 +A(x, k)γµγ5
+ T µν(x, k)σµν (15)
we obtain the desired transport equation for the scalar part F(x, k), which can be
identified with the 1-body phase-space distribution function f(x, k∗)(
k∗µ∂
µ
x + (k
∗
νF
µν +m∗(∂µm∗))∂k
∗
µ
)
f(x, k∗) = 0 . (16)
Eq. (16) is known in the literature as the Vlasov equation. That is, the transport
equation without the inclusion of binary collisions. Fµν is the field-strength tensor
Fµν = ∂µΣν − ∂νΣµ and f(x, k∗) the phase-space distribution function.
The Vlasov equation (16) describes the dynamics of the phase-space under the
influence of a mean-field in terms of in-medium scalar and vector self-energies. This
phase-space distribution fulfils Liouville’s theorem (τ is the eigentime)
d
dτ
f(x(τ), k∗(τ)) =
(
∂xµ
∂τ
∂xµ +
∂k∗µ
∂τ
∂k
∗
µ
)
f(x(τ), k∗(τ)) = 0 (17)
for the invariance of the phase-space distribution. This theorem does not hold any
more if collisions are taken into account. In binary processes particles can scatter
out of a phase-space volume element (loss term) or into it (gain term). Both terms
contribute to the collision integral, which can be derived in a consistent way us-
ing the Green’s function formalism.85 Another way of derivation is based on the
molecular chaos Ansatz.86 It assumes local collisions in space. The number of binary
collisions is proportional to the corresponding 1-particle phase-space distributions.
The Pauli principle is taken into account. Combining these assumptions with the
Vlasov equation we arrive at the relativistic transport equation. It is known in the
literature as the Relativistic Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (RBUU) equation and
reads (
k∗µ∂
µ
x + (k
∗
νF
µν +m∗(∂µm∗))∂k
∗
µ
)
f(x, k∗)
=
1
2
∫
d3k∗2
E∗2 (2π)
3
d3k∗3
E∗3 (2π)
3
d3k∗4
E∗4 (2π)
3
W (k∗ k∗2 |k
∗
3 k
∗
4)
×
[
f(x, k∗3)f(x, k
∗
4) (1− f(x, k
∗)) (1− f(x, k∗2))
− f(x, k∗)f(x, k∗2) (1− f(x, k
∗
3)) (1− f(x, k
∗
4))
]
, (18)
with E∗j =
√
m∗ 2 + k∗ 2j for j = 2, 3, 4. The right-hand side gives the temporal
changes of the phase-space distribution f(x, k∗) due to binary collisions with other
particles, if the Pauli principle allows it. The physical quantity for a scattering
process is given by the transition probability W (k∗ k∗2 |k
∗
3 k
∗
4), which is proportional
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to the scattering cross section and to a δ-function. Latter ensures energy-momentum
conservation for each binary process. Here the formulation was given in terms of
kinetic momenta. This is done only for technical reasons and simplifies the numerical
calculations considerably.88 One can use also the phase-space distributions in terms
of kanonical momenta. Latter choice is preferable, if the mean-field is explicitly
momentum dependent.91, 128
Numerically the RBUU equation is solved within the test-particle formalism,129
where the continuous phase-space is discretized by so-called test-particles. Any
form of these test particles is allowed. Point-like ones lead, however, to numerical
fluctuations in the calculation of densities and, thus, of the mean-field potential. It
is more convenient to use a Gaussian form, as proposed by various authors.88, 130
The computational procedure is considerably simplified by the fact of Liouville’s
theorem. From Eqs. (16) and (17) one obtains the equations of motion for a test
particle i (k = 1, 2, 3 are the spatial coordinates)
d
dt
xki =
uki
ui0
(19)
d
dt
uµi =
1
m∗i ui0
(
uiνF
µν + ∂µm∗i − (∂
νm∗i )uiνu
µ
i
)
, (20)
with the 4-velocity of particle with label i given by uµi = (ui0, ~ui ). It is related
to the kinetic momentum via the relation k∗µ = m∗uµ and fulfils the in-medium
on-shell condition k∗µk∗µ = m
∗ 2 or equivalently uµuµ = 1.
At each time step one calculates the densities and mean-field potentials for
each test-particle needed for the solution of the equations of motion (20). Then the
collision integral (the right-hand side of the RBUU equation) is numerically treated
by a Monte Carlo method. The exclusive elastic and inelastic cross sections are used
to determine the final channels. This final state can consist not only of 2 particles,
but it can be a multi-particle final state (see below). Then the modulus of the final
state momenta is extracted from energy and momentum conservation, and their
direction is determined from the differential cross sections. The whole procedure
takes place in the local center of mass frame of the two colliding partners. The
original method is explained in detail in Ref. 91.
Depending on the reaction type and the beam energy, several exclusive channels
must be taken into account in the numerical treatment of the collision integral. For
the simulation of heavy-ion collisions and proton-induced reactions up to incident
energies of 1− 2 GeV the inelastic channels up to the ∆(1232) resonance including
secondary scattering with pion production and absorption are sufficient. The for-
mation of strangeness at these intermediate energies is a rare process. However, it
should be included if one intends to study strangeness production. A more precise
treatment of the collision term is possible by considering all baryonic resonances
up to 2 GeV, which are given by the Particle Data Group.131 This is realized in
recent developments of transport, such as the UrQMD,99 HSD92 and the Giessen-
BUU (GiBUU).91 Latter realization we mostly used for the results of this article.
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More details on the cross sections of exclusive primary channels can be found in
Ref. 91. With increasing number of primary scattering processes, the number of
secondary scattering increases too. Re-scattering is a very important mechanism
for the formation of hypernuclei, as we will see later on.
For the mean-field of nucleons different parametrizations exist in the litera-
ture. Within a non-relativistic transport equation Skyrme-type interactions are
employed.44 Using the RBUU equation a covariant formulation of the nucleonic
mean-field is obviously required. This is achieved by the various parametrizations
in the mean-field theory of QHD, which exist in the literature too, see for instance.91
Essential here are those models with a rather soft EoS, which can describe the col-
lective flow dynamics and kaon production fairly well.90, 91 The mean-field of pro-
duced hyperons is constructed from the nucleonic one by SU(3) or SU(6) symmetry
arguments.
The mean-field for antiparticles within RMF should be treated with care. As
discussed in Ref.132 within a Non-Linear Derivative model,133 the mean-field ap-
proach does not reproduce well the empirical energy dependence of the in-medium
proton optical potential, particularly, at high energies. This issue becomes serious
in the antiproton case. Indeed, standard RMF models fail to reproduce the empir-
ically known regions of the in-medium p¯-optical potential and diverge to infinity
with increasing energy. Only a phenomenological re-scaling of coupling constants
improves the situation.134, 135 As a standard procedure, transport models use re-
scaled couplings for the antiparticle coupling constants.
The transport equation gives the full information on single-particle dynamics
of nucleons and produced particles. From the knowledge of the phase-space distri-
bution one can determine thermodynamical properties such as particle densities,
energy densities, pressure and the temperature respectively the excitation energy
at each phase-space point of the dynamical evolution. This is very useful to gain
information on (local) equilibration and the onset of instabilities. The degree of
equilibration can be obtained by comparing the transverse and longitudinal com-
ponents of the local energy-momentum tensor, called transverse and longitudinal
pressure. The onset of an instability can be determined by calculating the pressure
versus the density at a specific space-point as function of time. Fig. 1 shows the
dynamics of thermodynamical quantities, extracted from RBUU calculations. They
were obtained at the center of a heavy-ion reaction as function of time. The typi-
cal compression/expansion stages appear at intermediate times, as it can be seen
from the time dependence of the central density and temperature. Both pressure
components (longitudinal and transversal) differ from each other. That is, the par-
ticipant system is out of local equilibrium. Freeze-out sets in when the particles do
not collide any more. Just before freeze-out appears, the pressures are isotropic and
local equilibrium occurs. In fact, as shown in Ref. 136, spinodal instabilities appear
at the center of participant and spectators at time stages close to freeze-out for
heavy-ion collisions at intermediate incident energies. Thus, transport calculations
can provide the onset of the fragmentation process, as the consequence of pres-
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Fig. 1. Time Evolution of the density, longitudinal and transverse pressures (red and black curves
in the second graph, respectively), temperature and number of collisions (from top to the bottom)
at the central shell of a Au+Au heavy-ion collision at 0.6 GeVbeam energy per nucleon. The
vertical line marks the onset of freeze-out.
sure instabilities. Physically this is explained as follows. The matter at densities
below saturation intends to reach again the ground state, which is possible only by
clusterization and formation of bound fragments.
The fragmentation process can not be described by transport. The propagation
of the physical fluctuations is missing, except the stochastic ones in the collision
integral. There are attempts to go beyond the single-particle dynamics, see for
instance Refs.101, 137, 138 Furthermore, the mean-field approach for the nuclear po-
tential does not include clusterization processes for dilute matter. There exist recent
developments towards this direction. Typel re-formulated the mean-field theory by
considering in-medium clusters explicitly in the theoretical framework.139 In any
case, with the knowledge of instabilities and equilibration from transport one can
determine when fragmentation sets in and use, as an effective method, more sophis-
ticated statistical models for the clusterization process.
The Statistical Multi-fragmentation Model (SMM)140, 141 is a well-established
approach to describe statistical de-excitation of residual systems. It includes the
relevant mechanisms of fragment formation, i.e. evaporation, fission and multi-
fragmentation as well as de-excitation of primary fragments. It has been used in
hybrid simulations of in-medium hadronic reactions successfully, see for instance
Refs. 142, 143, 144. The connection between pre-equilibrium transport and statis-
tical fragmentation models should be done with care. A critical quantity here is the
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excitation energy, which is obtained from the transport description of an excited
source of hadronic matter, such as spectators in heavy-ion collisions or the residual
nucleus in hadron-induced reactions. The excitation energy takes usually values of
few MeV per nucleon only. That is, it is comparable with the binding energy per
nucleon or even below it. On the other hand, the statistical models are strongly
dependent on this quantity,140, 141 most likely due to the non-linear dependence
on level densities. Thus, a very accurate determination of the excitation energy is
required in transport studies for a reliable application of statistical fragmentation
models. This task is closely related with a precise treatment of the initial stage in
transport studies. The nuclei used for simulations should be initialized as precise
as possible to avoid numerical noise in the temporal evolution of the binding en-
ergy and artificial particle emission. The binding energy enters into the calculation
of the excitation of the residual source. The particle emission due to numerical
fluctuations can affect the extracted mass and charge numbers of the source.
This topic of an accurate initialization has been discussed in detail in Ref.145
Usually, empirical density profiles of ground state nuclei are used for the construc-
tion of initial configurations. This approach can be used for transport simulations
at high energies, however, for the purpose of fragmentation with statistical models
a better initialization procedure was developed. The density profiles are extracted
from relativistic Thomas-Fermi (RTF)calculations by applying the same mean-field
model as that used for the propagation of the initial configuration. Furthermore,
the inclusion of surface effects in the binding energy and during the propagation
is important to achieve a very good stability. As an example, we show in Fig. 2
the temporal evolution of the binding energy and root mean square (rms) radius of
a single nucleus, as the result of a transport calculation using 1000 test particles.
The filled circle at t = 0 fm is the RTF value. As one can see, the improved ini-
tialization prescription leads to an almost constant behavior of the binding energy,
which is very close to the exact RTF value. Also the rms radius is stable in time, in
contrast to the transport calculations with the conventional initialization method.
A more detailed picture is given in Fig. 3 in terms of the density profiles. There
the proton and neutron density distributions as function of the radial distance are
shown. They have been extracted from Vlasov calculations at different times dur-
ing the simulation of a single nucleus. The RTF reference densities of protons and
neutrons are shown too. It is seen that the nucleus is very stable up to long time
scales. Only at the surface the Vlasov densities are slightly wider relative to the
RTF profile. This is due to the finite width of the Gaussian-shaped test particles.
A more detailed discussion on this issue can be found in Ref.145
In the following sections we present and discuss the basic features of hypernuclei
produced in collisions induced by heavy-ions and in antiproton-induced reactions.
We have used the GiBUU model for these simulations. Other transport theoretical
studies exist too. They will be discussed aiming to present the recent activities in
this field of research.
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Fig. 2. Binding energy per nucleon (panel on the top) and rms radius (panel on the bottom)
as function of time for a 112Sn nucleus. The solid (dashed) curves are obtained from Vlasov
calculations using the improved (standard) initialization method. The filled circle symbol at t = 0
fm marks the RTF value for the binding energy per nucleon.
3. Strangeness dynamics in heavy-ion collisions
3.1. General features of reaction dynamics
We first discuss the general method how pre-equilibrium transport and statistical
approaches can be combined into a hybrid model. Proton-induced reactions are
very well suited to test such hybrid models. At first, the target remains close to
its ground state with moderate excitation. Furthermore, collective effects do not
occur, in contrast to the violent compression and expansion dynamics in heavy-
ion collisions. According to the transport calculations, in a proton-nucleus reaction
the nucleus gets excited by the proton beam. The nucleus starts to emit nucleons
(pre-equilibrium emission) and a compound system is formed. As a residual source
we define the compound system, which consists of all particles inside the nuclear
radius by excluding the emitted nucleons. There are several methods to determine
a residual source in transport simulations. One can use either the binding energy
of the particles as criterion or apply a density constraint at each particle’s posi-
tion. Assuming that all nucleons inside the nuclear radius belong to the compound
system, we define a residual (or fragmenting) source by the density constraint of
ρcut = 0.01 × ρsat. The particles with a density greater than ρcut belong to the
residual source. Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the characteristic properties of
the residual source. The high energy proton hits the target nucleus. During the
beam penetration the target particles are excited due to subsequent collisions. At
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Fig. 3. Density profiles of protons (panel on the top) and neutrons (panel on the bottom) for
a 112Sn nucleus. The thick curve in both graphs indicates the RTF density distribution, while
the other curves show the same quantity in the Vlasov calculations at different time steps, as
displayed.
a time of tfr ≃ 60− 70 fm the residual target is de-excited due to pre-equilibrium
particle emission, and the system approaches a freeze-out configuration. The resid-
ual system is still slightly excited, since its energy per nucleon (less the nucleon rest
mass) is comparable with the ground-state binding energy per particle, but not the
same. The difference between them gives the excitation of the system. Depending
on the centrality of the proton beam, the value of the excitation energy takes val-
ues around 1 MeV and below. The more peripheral the reaction, the smaller the
excitation of the residual system.
We estimate the onset of the SMM model at the freeze-out time, i.e. at the
time when a stable configuration has been reached. This is indicated in Fig. 4
by the vertical lines. Performing exclusive reactions for all the impact parameter
range from central up to most peripheral collisions and applying at each simulation
event the SMM model, one arrives to the results of Figs. 5 and 6. There the charge
distribution of fragments and differential energy spectra of free neutrons are shown.
In particular, the charge distribution reproduces the experimental data fairly well.
The evaporation peak close to the initial target charge number Zinit = 79 and the
wide fission peak at around Z = 79/2 are clearly visible. These calculations predict
also a multi-fragmentation region at low Z-values. This part of the distribution
originates mostly from central events. For the formation of hypernuclei not only
the mass and charge multiplicities, but also momentum distributions are crucial.
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Fig. 4. Mass number, charge number and total energy per nucleon (less the nucleon rest mass)
in the panels on the top-left, top-right and bottom-left, respectively, as function of time for the
residual target nucleus. The vertical marks in each graph indicate the onset of the SMM model.
Fig. 5. Charge distribution for the reaction as indicated. Hybrid calculations (solid curve) are
compared with experimental data (open symbols) taken from148, 149 (figure taken from150).
The comparison of the hybrid calculations with data on differential energy spectra
is shown in Fig. 6, for a similar reaction system as in Fig. 5. These spectra are
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selected at various polar angles and for free neutrons only. In this figure one realizes
the importance of having both, pre-equilibrium and statistical emission. The high
energy part of the spectrum with the clear visible quasi-elastic peaks at forward
angles results from the particle emission of the transport calculations. The low
energy spectrum of emitted particles is then the result of the SMM model due to
de-excitation. The combination of both models, GiBUU and SMM, is required to
explain the energy spectrum over the entire range.
Fig. 6. Kinetic energy spectra of emitted neutrons at different polar angles (as indicated on the
right) for p+Pb reactions at 0.8 GeV beam energy. Hybrid calculations (solid curves) are compared
with experimental data (open symbols) taken from.151
The application of the combined approach in the dynamics of heavy-ion colli-
sions follows in principle the same scheme. The difference with the case of proton-
induced reactions are the collective effects. The participant region, which is formed
during the pre-equilibrium stage, exhibits a violent compression/expansion dynam-
ics showing up in a strong radial flow component.146, 147 Spectator dynamics, on
the other hand, exhibits better controlled conditions. This is shown in Fig. 7, where
several properties of spectator matter are displayed as function of time. These are
the mass number, the excitation energy, the density and the pressure (at the center
of the projectile spectator). The three curves at each panel differ in the centrality. A
similar situation appears as in the case of the residual nucleus in proton-induced re-
actions. After spectator’s formation the system is firstly excited before cooling sets
in. This can be seen in the graphs of Fig. 7, where the mass number drops to a con-
stant value. However, the system remains after cooling in an excited configuration.
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The degree of excitation is relatively high for semi-central collisions (black curves),
while with increasing centrality (red and green curves) the excitation decreases.
This is due to the less mixing between spectator and highly excited participant
matter with rising impact parameter. Note that after ca. 50 fm/c the pressure
becomes negative. This means the presence of fluctuations and the begin of the
fragmentation process.
Fig. 7. Time evolution of the mass number (top-left), excitation energy per nucleon (top-right),
central density relative to saturation (bottom-left) and central pressure (bottom-right) for projec-
tile spectator in Au+Au collisions at 0.6 GeV beam energy per particle. The centrality increases
from black to red and green for each panel.
The question appears at which time step the SMM model should be applied.
Here we refer to Fig. 8, where the degree of equilibration is shown. In this figure the
ratio between the longitudinal and transverse components of the central pressure
in spectator matter is displayed as function of time. It is seen, that after roughly 50
fm/c the ratio approaches unity indicating the onset of local equilibration inside
spectator matter. We have well defined conditions in spectator matter. That is,
instabilities and equilibration occur at almost the same freeze-out time with a
density of around ρsat/3 and a central temperature of T ≃ 5 MeV.
136
Having the mass, charge numbers and the excitation energy of the spectator at
freeze-out, one can apply the SMM model for spectator fragmentation. An example
of this procedure is shown in Fig. 9. There the velocity distributions of various spec-
tator fragments for a Xe+Pb heavy-ion collision at 1 GeV beam energy per particle
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Fig. 8. Ratio between the two pressure components, longitudinal and transversal, for spectator
matter for a semi-central Au+Au reaction at 0.6 GeV incident energy per nucleon.
are shown. As one can see, the theoretical calculations reproduce the experimental
data152 satisfactorily. More detailed comparisons including fragment multiplicities
can be found in Ref. 103. There exist also other recent studies on spectator frag-
mentation. In Refs. 142, 143 and 144 the SMM model has been applied to the
fragmentation of projectile-like residues in intermediate energy collisions between
Sn-isotopes. It is shown that the SMM approach reproduces the experimental iso-
tope distributions fairly well.
3.2. Dynamics of strangeness and hypernuclei in heavy-ion
collisions
Two features should be described as precise as a model allows for a reliable produc-
tion of hypermatter. That is, fragmentation and strangeness dynamics. Concerning
fragmentation we have shown that this task can be well described by a combination
of non-equilibrium transport and statistical approaches. Strangeness dynamics in
heavy-ion collisions is consistently described with respect to data on kaons and hy-
perons91 (and references therein). We continue the discussion with the production
of hypernuclei. Fig. 10 shows the rapidity spectra of produced fragments in projec-
tile and target spectators as well as of hyperons. The fragment distributions are the
result of the hybrid simulations, while the hyperons result from the transport calcu-
lations only. This figure shows the idea of coalescence for hypermatter production.
In fact, a part of the hyperon spectrum overlaps with the fragment longitudinal
momentum distributions close to projectile and target rapidities. The Λ-particles
are mainly created in primary BB → BYK-collisions and in secondary πB → Y K-
scattering. Elastic and quasi-elastic scattering, i.e., with strangeness exchange, are
included too. Secondary scattering involving fast pions is here important to create
such a wide spectrum in beam momentum. Thus, some of the produced hyperons
with a velocity close to that of spectators can be captured and form hyperfragments.
This is realized by a coalescence in coordinate and momentum space between the
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Fig. 9. Velocity distributions for various fragments at the rest-frame of projectile spectator, as
indicated. The hybrid calculations (solid curves) are compared with experimental data (open
symbols), taken from Ref.152 (figure taken from103).
Fig. 10. Rapidity distributions of projectile and target fragments as well as of Λ-hyperons, as
indicated, for Li+C heavy-ion collisions at 2 GeV incident energy per nucleon.
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hyperons and cold SMM fragments.
Fig. 11. Rapidity spectra of produced spectator fragments (dashed curves with green area) and
the corresponding hyperfragments (solid curves with yellow area), as indicated. The considered
reactions are a C+C collisions at 2 GeV incident energy per nucleon.
A typical result of hypermatter formation is shown in Fig. 11. There the rapidity
spectra of light-mass spectator fragments with the corresponding hyperfragments
are displayed. The considered C+C reaction at 2 GeV beam energy per nucleon
has been chosen, since for a similar colliding system (Li-beam on C-target) ongoing
experimental activities are in progress.117, 118 On sees in Fig. 11, that the light-
mass hypernuclei are produced with relatively low cross sections. Their production
rates are in the range of few µb only. The main reason for the low production cross
sections is the small size of the colliding systems. The smaller the nucleus, the
less secondary scattering. Latter feature is, however, important to de-accelerate the
hyperons inside the spectators, so that they can be captured. The predicted values
of the light-hypernuclei are very close to the preliminary experimental data.118 We
have used here the symmetric C+C system for the determination of hypernuclei, in
order to obtain a better statistics. In any case, it is desired to use colliding systems
as heavy as experimentally possible, in order to obtain large hypernuclear cross
sections.
At present the study of hypermatter formation in intermediate energy heavy-ion
collisions is an active field of research. There exist recent investigations by other
groups. They use alternative approaches of transport dynamics combined with po-
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tential, coalescence and statistical prescriptions for the description of the fragmen-
tation process. In Ref. 114 the well-established isospin-QMD transport model in
combination with a newly developed fragmentation algorithm115 has been applied
in collisions between heavy-ions. They have studied the formation of light-mass
hypermatter in heavy-ion reactions at energies just above the kaon production
threshold. As an important outcome of their analysis, it was found that rescatter-
ing strongly affects the hypernuclear formation. In Refs. 108 and 109 the Dubna-
Cascade and the Ultra-relativistic QMD (UrQMD) kinetic approaches have been
adopted for the dynamical treatment of heavy-ion collisions, in combination with
potential and coalescence prescriptions for the formation of hypermatter. Their
studies show the possibility of hypernuclear formation in heavy-ion reactions at
intermediate energies. Even the production of multi-strangeness hypersystems is
favorable with rather high cross sections, however, using heavy-mass projectile and
target nuclei. For instance, single- and double-hypernuclei in spectator fragmenta-
tion are produced with cross sections of few mb and µb, respectively, in Pb+Pb
collisions around 1 GeV incident energy per particle. Bound hypermatter with
|S| = 3 is also predicted with cross section in the µb-region at higher beam ener-
gies above 2 GeV per nucleon. The authors of Ref. 110 have used the UrQMD and
HSD transport models in combination with a coalescence of baryons (CB) for the
description of the in-medium hyperonic capture. In particular, they have applied
the hybrid UrQMD+CB and HSD+CB approaches to collisions between heavy-
ions of different size at projectile energies per particle above 2 GeV per nucleon.
In their analysis the formation mechanism of hyperfragments originating not only
from residual spectators, but also from the participant region, has been studied in
detail.
4. Multi-strangeness dynamics in antiproton-induced reactions
In in-medium p¯-reactions strangeness particles are produced in annihilation pro-
cesses close to the low-density surface region of the nucleus. Depending on the
centrality, this perturbation can penetrate deep into the nucleus through multi-
step binary processes. The average excitation per nucleon is comparable to that of
the proton-nucleus reactions. This is shown in Fig. 12 in terms of the time evo-
lution of average mass, charge and excitation energy per particle for both type of
reactions. However, the main difference between p- and p¯-induced reactions shows
up in the abundance of produced particles, as it can be seen in Fig. 13. Generally,
the multiplicity of all produced particles increases in the p¯-case. In particular, the
multiplicity of antikaons and Λ-hyperons increases largely in the p¯-induced reac-
tions and the heavy Ξ-baryon appears. This is due to the strong annihilation cross
sections mainly into multi-mesonic final states.153 Furthermore, the annihilation
into hyperon-antihyperon pairs becomes less and decreases by an order of mag-
nitude with increasing mass of the produced (anti)hyperons. On the other hand,
secondary scattering involving the cascade particles will be important for the for-
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Fig. 12. Time evolution of the average mass number, charge number (upper panel, as indicated) and
the average excitation energy per nucleon (lower panel) of the residual nuclei. GiBUU calculations
for proton-induced (open diamonds) and antiproton-induced (filled stars) reactions at an incident
energy of 5 GeV and impact parameter of b=3.4 fm are shown.
mation of superstrange matter, as we will see. The fragmentation process here (see
Fig. 14) is very similar to the p-induced reactions, as it can be seen in Fig. 5.
Again, evaporation, fission and multifragmentation regions are visible going from
most peripheral to most central reactions.
Fig. 15 summarizes the results of the pre-equilibrium transport and SMM cal-
culations in terms of the rapidity distributions of produced residual fragments and
hyperons. The Λ-rapidity spectrum is rather broad. Secondary scattering is respon-
sible for the low energy part of produced Λ-particles. This supports the formation of
Λ-hypernuclei, as in the case of spectator fragmentation in heavy-ion collisions. The
most interesting part here is the Ξ-production, which will be responsible for the pro-
duction of multi-strangeness hypermatter. Ξ-particles are created with rather high
probability, even if their production cross sections from annihilation are very low.
In fact, while ΛΛ¯-pairs are produced with cross sections of several hundred µb, the
antiproton annihilation cross section for Ξ-production is very low with orders of
few µb only.154
Most of the Ξ-hyperons escape the nucleus, but there is a small fraction with
rapidities close to those of the residual fragments. Due to the high production
threshold of the heavy Ξ(1315)-particles one would naively expect that they escape
the nucleus with high rapidities. However, secondary scattering of produced Ξ-
hyperons with the hadronic environment is crucial for low energy cascade particles.
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Fig. 13. GiBUU results for the particle yields as function of time for the same reactions as in
Fig. 12. The vertical arrows indicate the change of particle yields going from p-induced (dashed
curves) to p¯-induced reactions (solid curves). The different colored curves denote the various
particles, as indicated. The black and red curves, which drop fast in time, correspond to ∆ and
higher resonances, respectively.
This is manifested in Fig. 16 in terms of momentum spectra of the total Ξ-yield in-
cluding the exclusive contribution channels. Indeed, secondary scattering processes
involving (anti)kaons, and kaonic/hyperonic resonances contribute largely to the
low energy tail of the Ξ-momentum distribution. The situation is similar for the
momentum spectra of produced Λ and Σ hyperons in p¯-induced reactions, where
experimental data exist.155
The formation of not only single-Λ hypernuclei, but also of double-Λ hyper-
matter is possible in p¯-induced reactions. However, the probabilities of |S| = 2-
hypermatter are still very low with respect to Λ-hypernuclear yields.104 An alter-
native method has been proposed by the PANDA -collaboration to enhance the
production of superstrange bound matter.125 That is a two-step reaction with pri-
mary and secondary targets. An antiproton beam interacts with a first target. The
low energy part of the produced Ξ-hyperons can be used as a secondary beam for Ξ-
induced reactions on the secondary target. The interaction between the Ξ-particles
with the particles of the secondary target can create multiple captured hyperons
and, thus, multi-strangeness hypernuclei. Indeed, transport-theoretical studies sup-
port this scenario.104
Fig. 17 shows the strangeness dynamics for Ξ-induced reactions at three differ-
ent low energies of the Ξ-beam. Two aspects are visible here. At first, a significant
capture of Λ-particles inside the matter is observed. Secondly, this feature shows
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Fig. 14. Fragment charge distribution for centrality-inclusive p¯-induced reactions, as indicated.
The curve is the result of the GiBUU+SMM hybrid approach.
Fig. 15. Rapidity spectra of different fragments, Λ- and Ξ-hyperons for the same reaction as in
Fig. 14. The curves result from GiBUU+SMM hybrid calculations (figure taken from104).
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Fig. 16. GiBUU results for the momentum spectrum of inclusive Ξ-production (solid curve) to-
gether with the partial contributions to the total Ξ-production for the antiproton-induced reaction,
as indicated (figure taken from153).
a strong energy dependence. The main mechanism of Λ-production here is the in-
elastic ΞN → ΛΛ channel. According to microscopic calculations156, 157 this cross
section can increase largely at low Ξ-energies with respect to elastic ΞN → ΞN -
scattering. Thus, double Λ production drops with increasing energy of the cascade
particles. This energy dependence in transport calculations is very strong and re-
flects just the strong energy dependence of the corresponding cross section.156, 157
Note that for these important channels no experimental data exist, in contrast to
|S| = 1-scattering.67–71
Formation of double-strangeness ΛΛ hypernuclei can thus occur in the secondary
reaction. This is shown in Fig. 18, where the charge distributions of fragments (up-
per panel) and ΛΛ-hyperfragments (lower panel) at different Ξ-energies are shown.
At first, the fragment distribution becomes broader with increasing beam-energy
of the cascade particles. Higher incident energy is associated with increasing ex-
citation of the residual target nucleus. Thus, the fission region at around half the
initial target charge and multi-fragmentation show up with rising beam energy. As
an important result, an abundant production of |S| = 2-hypernuclei is predicted by
these transport calculations. This is visible in Fig. 18 by comparing corresponding
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Fig. 17. GiBUU calculations for the total yields (normalized to unity at t = 0 fm/c) of Λ (black
curve) and Ξ (green curves) particles as function of time for Ξ-induced reaction on Cu-target at
three beam energies. The red curve show the yield of free Λ-hyperons only.
curves for fragments (upper panel) and hyperfragments (lower panel) for each inci-
cent Ξ-energy. With increasing beam energy the production of hypermatter around
the evaporation peak drops significantly. However, the production yields of double-
strangeness ΛΛ-hypernuclei are in the mb-region at these low Ξ-energies.
Therefore, the proposed PANDA -experiment can be very well suited to ex-
plore in more detail not only the nucleon-hyperon interactions, but also the still
less understood regions of the higher strangeness sectors. Recent theoretical activ-
ities have investigated the in-medium hyperon interactions for |S| > 1.62–64, 156, 157
These are based on the microscopic meson-exchange picture or using quark-cluster
approaches. The predictions between the theoretical models differ to a large extend.
Therefore, a parameter-free theoretical framework would be obviously desired. This
is possible only if one goes beyond the meson-exchange picture and considers the in-
ternal hadron structure. Recent attempts in this direction have been started within
the more sophisticated Lattice QCD-simulations72–74 and chiral-EFT theories.75–78
The formation of multi-strangeness bound matter in PANDA -type reactions can
be used as a probe to test the microscopic predictions for the superstrange sector
of the in-medium hyperon potential. This issue has been studied recently in de-
tail.105 An example is shown in Fig. 19, where the mass number distributions of all
fragments, double-ΛΛ hyperfragments and, in particular, Ξ-hyperfragments are dis-
played using two different approaches for the ΞN -scattering. The transport results
on the left are based on the extended-soft-core (ESC) approach,156 while those on
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Fig. 18. Charge distributions of fragments (panel on the top) and double-Λ hyperfragments (panel
on the bottom) for Ξ-induced reactions at incident energies as indicated (figure taken from104).
the right are performed within the quark-cluster model (FSS).157 Both models lead
essentially to different results for ΞN -elastic and inelastic ΞN → ΛΛ-scattering. In
particular, the FSS ΞN → ΛΛ-cross section is strongly reduced relative to the ESC-
predictions. Thus, the Ξ-multiplicity increases in the transport calculations using
the FSS model. The consequence is a higher production yield of Ξ-hypernuclei,
as clearly shown in Fig. 19. Note that the formation of Ξ-hypernuclei beyond the
conventional evaporation region is possible depending, however, on the microscopic
model applied. The PANDA -proposed scenario could thus be used to better con-
strain the higher strangeness sector of the in-medium interaction.
5. Summary and conclusions
In summary, in-medium reactions induced by heavy-ions and antiproton-beams rep-
resent an excellent tool to study in more detail the multi-strangeness sector of the
hadronic equation of state. The knowledge of the in-medium superstrange inter-
actions is crucial not only for nuclear and hadron physics, but also for nuclear
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Fig. 19. Mass distributions of fragments (dashed curves), ΛΛ-hyperfragments (dot-dashed curves)
and Ξ-hyperfragments (thick solid curves) for Ξ-induced reactions at 0.3 GeV incident energy.
Both panels show the results of the GiBUU+SMM model using two different microscopic ap-
proaches for the ΞN-interaction (figure taken from105).
astrophysics. Furthermore, reaction studies on bound superstrange hypermatter
offer great opportunities to explore the unobserved regions of exotic bound hyper-
systems.
The transport-theoretical description of in-medium hadronic reactions is indis-
pensable for hypernuclear studies. Microscopically developed approaches for in-
medium interactions can be probed in complex situations of the reaction dynamics
within kinetic approaches. Transport simulations can be also used to simulate the
event structure of proposed experiments. A combination of pre-equilibrium dynam-
ics and statistical fragmentation is a very useful tool to understand better the com-
plete dynamics in such reactions, i.e., pre-equilibrium propagation and dynamical
particle production as well as statistical fragmentation.
In-medium hadronic reactions offer also other possibilities of study. By extending
heavy-ion reactions to heavier colliding systems and to higher beam energies above
the strangeness production thresholds, one can probe definitely superstrange matter
at baryon densities far beyond saturation. Such a task is theoretically possible and
experimentally feasible at the Compressed-Baryonic-Experiment (CBM) at FAIR.
Furthermore, hadron-induced reactions, such as proposed by PANDA , but using
high energy secondary Ξ-beams can be useful to explore |S| = 3-superstrange dy-
namics involving the heavy Ω(1673)-baryon. The particular nature of the Ω-particle
(it consists of three s-quarks) does not allow high production cross sections. In fact,
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the Ω-production is a very rare process with cross sections of a few nb only.154
However, recent transport studies show that secondary scattering increases their
production yield in antiproton-nucleus reactions.106
In conclusion, the ongoing theoretical activities, presented in this article, are
relevant for the forthcoming experiments on in-medium superstrange hypernuclear
physics. A more collaborative work between different scientific communities is re-
quired to explore in full detail the complex and so far unobserved regions of the
nuclear and hadronic equation of state. Hypernuclear physics is a fascinating field
of research, which agglutinates the microcosmos of nuclear and hadron physics with
the macrocosmos of nuclear astrophysics.
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